SAFE CRUISING GUIDELINES
Like you, we can’t wait to get out and enjoy a cruise, because we all know #lifeisbetteronaboat!
Here is what we are doing, and what we ask of you, so we will have a safe, enjoyable trip!

Before you attend, please consider whether you are healthy and free from known
exposure to COVID-19, so that we do not spread the disease among us. If you are
unwell, or suspect you have been exposed, contact us as soon as possible at
989-891-BOAT to change your reservation.

🤧

Please wear a mask if you can, as much as you can! The crew will be wearing
masks while working this season as long as guidance recommends we do so.

😷

Tables will be spaced apart in dining areas. Chairs will be spaced apart or removed
in most other areas. You may choose to sit or stand with the party or group you
arrived with, but please distance yourself from others.

👫

For events with catering, servers will deliver plated meals instead of having
guests visit the buﬀet. We will sanitize tables after each seating.

🎟

🍽

For many events, we will oﬀer contactless pre-sale of drink tickets prior to the
cruise to reduce cash handling and the number of transactions handled onboard.
Bar selections will be available in sealed cans and bottles only.

Please avoid queuing up for drinks at the bar. Spread apart, wait for others to
complete their order, or wait for a server to make the rounds and take orders.

🥤

Wash hands frequently or use hand sanitizer after touching surfaces that may
have been touched by others.
Crew will be cleaning and sanitizing surfaces frequently during your cruise.

🛳

Above all, be courteous to others,
follow directions from the Captain
and Crew and have a great cruise!
www.baycityboatlines.com • (989) 891-BOAT

🦠

